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A Personal Touch

We design every product and 
ship every order from our lovely 
plant filled studio in London. 
As an indie business, you can 
expect only the best service from 
us and a quick response to any 
queries you have. another-studio.com 

sales@another-studio.com



best
sellers

Plant Animals are fun decorations for all types of  
houseplants. With a 99% sell-through rate, they’re 
our best selling and most popular collection! Full of  
character, these cute creatures simply hug the plant 
stems, clip onto the leaves or stand in the soil. 
With new animals coming out every few months, this 
collection will grow alongside your indoor jungle. 
Made from corrosion resistant etched brass. 

Plant Animals



Present your Plant Animals with our countertop point 
of  sale. This lightweight and durable POS is made 
from sustainable cork, completed with a reusable 
foamex backdrop. 
Designs available: Sloth and Chameleon

Plant Animal POS

Designs available: Orangutan, Chameleon, Sloth, 
Koala, Bush Baby, Frog, Monkey, Raccoon, Meerkat, 
Flying Squirrel, Pangolin, Snake, Praying Mantis, 
Fruit Bat, Squirrel, Fox, Owl, Parrot, Chimpanzee, 
Lemur, Damselfly, Flying Lizard, Flamingo, Toucan, 
Tamarin & Anteater

Plant Animals



Brass Blooms

new 
designs

Brass Blooms are decorative ornaments for your plants. 
Place them in your plant pots or terrarium to create a 
mini garden that is always in bloom. Etched in corrosion 
resistant brass, they won’t tarnish from a moist terrarium 
or from being watered.
Designs available: Wildflowers, Garden and Bouquet. 



Herb Bookmarks
Sit back and relax with a good book! Etched in steel, these 
delicately detailed herb bookmarks are inspired by some 
of our favourites. Complete with colourful twine, and bold 
packaging that compliments the Herb Care Cards.
Designs Available: Lavender, Chamomile and Thyme 

new!

An essential guide to growing happy healthy herbs! 
This boxed set contains 35 cards full of  practical tips 
about how to grow, maintain, preserve and use a variety 
of  herbs. Learn when to propagate, harvest or prune 
them, discover unusual uses for the herbs, and read 
about food pairing suggestions …. delicious! 

Herb Care Cards

The Care Cards are 
laminated in thin plastic film 

to protect them from moisture, 
ensuring their durability.

This means they can’t easily be 
recycled, but this is a conscious 
choice on our part as it enables 

them to be used over 
and over again! 



best
seller

The ultimate guide to growing happy plants! 
Houseplant Care Cards are a best selling boxed gift 
set containing 35 cards packed full of  advice and tips 
for botanical success indoors. Learn the basics from 
watering to repotting or swot up on more advanced care 
advice for specific plants. 

Houseplant Care Cards

The Care Cards are 
laminated in thin plastic film 

to protect them from moisture, 
ensuring their durability.

This means they can’t easily be 
recycled, but this is a conscious 
choice on our part as it enables 

them to be used over 
and over again! 



Mini Mushrooms
Mini Mushrooms are fun decorative ornaments for your 
plants, and fast becoming a bestseller. Create a mini 
woodland scene with this fabulous set of  brass fungi. 
Ideal for terrariums and plant pots, simply twist the 
mushrooms free from the sheet and gently push them 
into the soil. Included in the set is Fly Agaric, Enoki, 
Ink caps and Chanterelle.
Available in: Brass and Stainless Steel 

new!



Designs available:
House, Castle, Car, 
Crown, Helicopter, 

Submarine, Balloon, 
Cocktail, Boat, Globe, 
Ferris Wheel, Windmill 

and Bell tent.

Brass Bird Decoration
This Brass Bird mobile perches with grace in its 
perfectly rounded hoop. Suspend this elegant mobile 
from your plants or ceiling with the gold string included. 
Arrives flat and only needs a few folds to assemble.

Our range of  mini models are great little gifts for 
livening up any desk, shelf  or terrarium. Each design 
simply folds into shape to create an ornamental object. 
Easy instructions includes and no tools are required. 
Designs available: House, Castle, Balloon, Crown, 
Helicopter, Submarine, Car, Cocktail, Boat, Globe 
and Ferris Wheel.

Mini Models



Leaf  Bookmarks
Organise your files and tag your pages with these 
stylish Leaf  Bookmarks. Featuring four beautiful leaves: 
Variegated alocasia, Peperomia argyreia, Caladium 
bicolour and the Begonia maculata. Simply slide them 
onto the ‘leaves’ of  your book. 
Available in: Brass and Stainless Steel

Discover our range of  stainless steel stationery, 
intricately etched bookmarks that simply clip onto 
a page. A perfect little gift to send in the post!
Bookmark sets: Houseplants, Winged Insects, and 
Tropical Birds 
Single bookmarks: Tradescantia and Golden Pothos.

Bookmarks
New packaging! 
Printed on 100% 

recycled FSC 
card, sealed in a 

compostable film.



Plant Awards
Celebrate every step of  your planting achievements with 
these playful brass rosettes. From the excitement of  a 
new leaf  sprouting to the relief  that your plant is still 
alive, mark every small change that your plant takes. 
Etched in metal and includes gold string for attachment. 
Designs available: Still Alive, Surviving, Thriving, 
New Leaf, Dream Plant and Plant Goals.

Plant Flags are decorative labels for indoor plants. 
Beautifully etched in brass, there are three individual 
flags complete with wire posts and labels. Use the 
preprinted labels or create your own to stand in your 
plant pots. Use them as reminders for care tips, plant 
identification, and more.

Plant Flags



Create beautiful work with our art inspired Design 
Stencils. Made from metal with a matt gold finish, each 
drawing template includes motifs and patterns from 
world renowned art movements.
Designs available: Art Deco, Art Nouveau, and Bauhaus.

Design Stencils

Did you
know?

Eco Paper
We use FSC 

100% recycled 
paper stock 

Plastic free!
We’ve long ditched 
single use plastic, 
opting for a 100% 

biodegradable plant 
based material.

5 star reviews
We have a whopping 

3,500+ top-notch 
Etsy reviews and a 
5* rating from our 
trade customers 

on Faire

Greener shipping
We’re now offsetting 

all our CO2 emissions 
caused from shipping 
our products from our 

factory to our studio and 
onto stockists.

another-studio.com 
sales@another-studio.com
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